
From the Streets 
to the Classroom: 
The Impact of Accessible 

Subversive Art on Students



HELLO!
I am Sara Gaechter

Today we’ll be talking about how to address the needs of your 
school & community through collaboration with active 

Graffiti and Street Art professionals. 
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My School  
and 
Community

Grade Levels: 6th, 7th, 8th (only 7th takes Art) 

Location: Pico-Union Neighborhood (Downtown Los 
Angeles) 

Demographics (of 300 students)
● 93% Hispanic
● 7% African American
● 24% English Language Learners (ELLs)
● 97% Free or Reduced Meal Program Participants

Technology:
● iPad cart in all classes.
● Eno/Smart Boards in all classes.





Turn and Share
◦ Your name
◦ Where you’re from
◦ What level you teach
◦ How long you’ve been 

teaching 
◦ What are some needs you 

see in your community?

“Ubuntu:  
I am 

because 
we are.” 

- South African Proverb



Today’s 
Presentation 
Agenda

◦ Introduction
◦ Who makes up your community?
◦ What are the needs of your community?

◦ Ex: My community & our needs
◦ Accessibility: What does it look like?

◦ How to approach this topic with kids?
◦ What artists to connect with?

◦ Planning for Success:
◦ Developing a mission
◦ Making a connection
◦ Prep students
◦ Organize logistics
◦ Document and Share
◦ Reflection

◦ These Ideas in Action
◦ The Impact of Accessible Subversive Art on 

MY Students
◦ Closing Reflection/Planning/Questions
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Needs and 
Actions 

Need:

Students  have 
low self-esteem & 
self worth (girls 
particularly).

Action:

Address gender gap, cultural 
expectations of women, provide 
strong female role models with 
autodidact ambitions. 

Need:

Student to student 
relationships are 
negative.

Action:

Conflict resolution, community 
agreements, practice and 
celebrate kind actions. 

Need:

Students don’t 
feel  a connection 
to school. 

Action:

Team building, collaborative 
work, focus on the power of 
togetherness. 



Accessibility



Steve Locke

“Access means 
having the 
freedom to be a 
complete person” 
“Children become 
artists when they 
have free access to 
culture.”



The 2 main 
ways I make art 
accessible for 
my students 
is by: 

#2
Bring the artist to 
them. 

#1
Choose work they 
can relate to. 



Planning 
for Success

1. Developing a mission
2. Making a connection
3. Prep students
4. Organize logistics
5. Document and Share
6. Reflection



When students have full access to 
artists and artwork that they have 

a personal connection to they 
begin to think about work and 

themselves in a new and 
uninhibited way. 



These ideas and 
planning in 

action! 
(Yes, more photos of my adorable kids)



Need:

Students  have 
low self-esteem & 
self worth (girls 
particularly).

Action:

Address gender gap, cultural 
expectations of women, 
provide strong female role 
models with autodidact 
ambitions. 



MegZany



Need:

Student to 
student 
relationships are 
negative

Action:

Conflict resolution, 
community agreements, 
practice and celebrate kind 
actions. 



Teachr1



Need:

Students don’t 
feel  a connection 
to school.

Action:

Team building, collaborative 
work, focus on the power of 
togetherness. 



Thrashbird



Needs and 
Actions 

Need:

Students  have 
low self-esteem & 
self worth (girls 
particularly).

Action:

Address gender gap, cultural 
expectations of women, provide 
strong female role models with 
autodidact ambitions. 

Need:

Student to student 
relationships are 
negative.

Action:

Conflict resolution, community 
agreements, practice and 
celebrate kind actions. 

Need:

Students don’t 
feel  a connection 
to school. 

Action:

Team building, collaborative 
work, focus on the power of 
togetherness. 



When you create permanent 
large-scale artwork in your school, 
students feel as if they’ve left a 
legacy. They feel a stronger 
connection to the school, and that 
kind of artmaking makes a huge 
and lasting impact. 



THE BIG QUESTION 
Why is it important for students to meet and 

collaborate with professional artists?
Reflections from my community.
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Jazmine F    2017-2018 7th Grader

“Well, I think collaborations of all kinds are 
important. When it comes to art most people only 
want to see the final product. We often neglect 
those ‘behind the scenes’ hours or effort to hone the 
skills needed to create a piece. When an artist works 
directly with youth, the students’ perspectives shift,  
and they are able to see the greater value in art and 
it’s process because they are given the opportunity 
to take part in the process themselves.” 
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From My 
Students



Mrs. Garcia   Current Student’s Mother

“I think it is important because it inspires students 
to be true to themselves. Just like artists are unique 
so are our students. It helps them express 
themselves sometimes better than words can.  
Artists show the kids that anything is possible. ” 

From My 
Parents



Mr. Chavez    Resource Teacher

“The world is very small for a lot of our children...all 
they know is how their parents bring food to the 
table. However, when meeting artists their world 
becomes a lot bigger and the possibilities of 
being much more in life other than just working 
to pay their bills, becomes clear to them.” 
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From My 
Colleagues



Mr. Shahbaz    Vice Principal

“It is important for our students to meet and collaborate with 
professional artists because seeing a career in action provides 
evidence of a pathway to success that they otherwise may not 
consider. Our work as educators is to prepare our students for 
college and career. Given that the vast majority of the students 
in our community would be the first in their families to go to 
college, they may miss-categorize art as outside the realm of 
academic pursuit. Seeing professional artists create and talk 
about art in a precise and academic way makes the lessons they 
learn in their middle school setting come alive in a visceral way. 
They get to see that art is not merely play, but a serious and 
precise profession, on the same plane as engineering or 
accounting. Furthermore, that it is a profession open to them.”
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From My 
Admin



From Megzany: 
“Connecting with youth through art, 
shares culture. Art enriches lives and 
provides a source of pride for 
communities. Inviting artists into the 
classroom to share technique and 
experience provides youth a chance to 
learn an invaluable skill and an 
opportunity to contribute to their 
community through the language of 
art.” 
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Jean-Paul Builes



From Teachr1: 

“These days with kids heads 
buried in video games and 
iPhones, it makes a big impact 
when you can meet a young art 
student face to face and 
collaborate with them.  I was 
inspired by visiting artists at my 
high school and those experiences 
helped me decide to be an artist.”
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@Teachr1



From Thrashbird: 

“Art is a future. Kids are 
the future. Why not set 
them a course 
presently?”
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Thrashbird
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Time to 
put this 
into action! 
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Resources

The handout from today, 
as well as many other 
resources are available on 
my website, under the 
“Educators” tab: 
www.time4artclass.com
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THANK YOU!
Any questions?

You can find me at @time4artclass 
& sgaechter@icloud.com
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SlidesCarnival icons are editable 
shapes. 

This means that you can:
◦ Resize them without 

losing quality.
◦ Change fill color and 

opacity.
◦ Change line color, width 

and style.
Isn’t that nice? :)

Example:


